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Abstract. Clustering web users based on their access patterns is a quite significant task in Web Usage Mining. Further to clustering it is important to evaluate
the resulted clusters in order to choose the best clustering for a particular framework. This paper examines the usage of Kullback-Leibler divergence, an
information theoretic distance, in conjuction with the k-means clustering
algorithm. It compares KL-divergence with other well known distance measures (Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean and Manhattan) and evaluates clustering results using both objective function’s value and Davies-Bouldin index.
Since it is imperative to assess whether the results of a clustering process are
susceptible to noise, especially in noisy environments such as Web environment, our approach takes the impact of noise into account. The clusters obtained with KL approach seem to be superior to those obtained with the other
distance measures in case our data have been corrupted by noise.

1 Introduction
Web Data Mining, the application of data mining techniques on Web data to obtain
knowledge, has become an important research area since the amount of information
on the Web is increasing at tremendously fast rates. According to [1, 2] Web data can
be handled as usage, content, structure, or user profile and collected from different
sources such as server, client or proxy log files. Here we focus on server side usage
data as we are interested in Web Usage Mining. Server logs keep information about
multiple users who access a single site and provide usage data which include IP addresses, url requests, responding codes and the date and time of accesses according to
the type of logging level defined in the Web server configuration file. However, the
collected data might not be entirely reliable as the cached page requests [3] are not
recorded in log file or, on the other hand, the search engines or virus created requests
are logged without being necessary for mining process. As the quality of data that will
be processed is a key issue for data mining in general, data preprocessing is important
so as to increase mining’s accuracy and reliability.
After preprocessing, the data clustering is taking place. Clustering creates groups
of items (clusters) which are “similar” between them and “dissimilar” to the items
belonging to other clusters. Web Usage Mining clustering can involve either users or
pages. The purpose of user clustering is to establish groups of users that present similar browsing patterns while page clustering discovers groups of pages having related
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content. Typical usage clustering techniques are divided into partitional and hierarchical [4]. Partitional clustering algorithms attempt to create a specific number of clusters that optimize a criterion function while hierarchical builds (agglomerative) or
breaks up (divisive) a hierarchy of clusters. A clustering algorithm is characterized by
the proximity measure that quantifies how “similar” two data points are. For example,
k-means [5] is a commonly used partitional clustering algorithm that attempts to
minimize an objective function value which measures the distance of each point from
the center of the cluster to which the point belongs.
But, whatever clustering algorithm is chosen, it is imperative to assess whether the
results are susceptible to noise [6]. In the Web environment, “noise” refers to visits
which are executed by chance, by mistake or with remote probability. In general, it
would be wishful a user clustering process not to be seriously affected by these random events. Here, we assess the results of unsupervised clustering with the KLdivergence from information theory being compared as an alternative to the more
commonly used distance measures such as Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean or
Manhattan distance. The evaluation process is accomplished using various validity
indices [7, 8]. This paper evaluates clusters using both objective function’s value and
Davies-Bouldin index and takes into account the impact of noise. The clusters
obtained with the KL-divergence approach were found to be better to those obtained
using the traditional distances in the presence of noise. The KL-divergence has
already been used in cluster analysis of biological data [9] and also led to superior
patterns compared to those that a hierarchical clustering algorithm produced using the
Pearson correlation distance measure.
A word about notation: upper-case letters such as X, Y will denote random
variables while lower-case letters such as x, y individual set elements. Probability
distributions will be denoted by p, q when the random variable is obvious or by p(X)
to make the random variable explicit. Different clusters will be donated as Ci, Cj, etc
whereas the center of a cluster as ci, cj etc.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our divergence-oriented clustering approach and is divided in Section 2.1 which gives emphasis
on the representation of Web data and compares the KL-divergence with other distance
measures, Section 2.2 where we present our clustering algorithm and Section 2.3 where
we discuss the clustering evaluation. Section 3 exhibits our implementation and experimental results that show the superiority of our clustering process in noisy data. Finally,
we summarize our conclusions and discuss future work in Section 4.

2 Divergence-Oriented Clustering
The basic steps of our clustering approach are presented in Figure 1 and can be summarised as follows:
• Data preprocessing: the collected data are processed so as we get rid of meaningless information (i.e. search engines requests). As a result, we create a table each
row of which represents a user and each column corresponds to a page of the web
site. Each cell of this table indicates how many times a user visits a page.
• Clustering algorithm: in our clustering process the data are first normalized and
then classified using the k-means algorithm with the KL-divergence. Each cell of
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Fig. 1. Steps in the clustering process

our normalized table expresses the probability with which a user will visit a page
and each row is the probability distribution of each user (p, q). This table as well as
the number of clusters to be created is the input to our algorithm.
• Clustering Evaluation: created clusters are evaluated in order to assess the quality
of our approach and extract knowledge.
2.1 Measuring Web Usage Data Distances
Clustering approaches identify objects that are simiral to each other by using certain
distances such as the Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean and Manhattan distance [10].
Given the probability distributions p, q and r these distances satisfy the following five
properties of a metric:
•
•
•
•
•

Non-negativity d(p,q) >=0
Definiteness d(p,q)=0 iff p(x)=q(x)
Identification mark d(p,p)=0
Symmetry d(p,q)=d(q,p)
Triangle inequality d(p,q)>=d(p,r)+d(r,q)

At the same time, information theory methods, such as KL-divergence, proved to be
suited for the clustering of biological data [9] as are capable of assessing similarities and
dissimilarities between data distributions. A KL-divergence approach in biological data
clustering [9] led to superior patterns compared to those that a hierarchical clustering
algorithm produced using the Pearson correlation distance measure.
The relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence, which originated from information theory, is a measure of the “distance” between two probability distributions
but it is not a true metric since it is not symmetric and does not obey the triangle inequality. Given two probability distributions p(x) and q(x) of a discrete variable the
KL-divergence is a quantity which measures the difference between p(x) and q(x) and
is defined as follows [11, 12]:
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KL(p, q) = ∑ p(x)log
x∈X

p(x)
q(x)

(1)

Although there are a number of common features that characterize both web and
biological data, the KL-divergence has not been explored for Web data analysis applications. Here we propose using KL-divergence in web clustering since web users’
data and biological data are both characterized by:
•
•
•
•

Huge exploration spaces
Complexities and dynamic data nature
Fast searching and retrieval rates
Data representation

Here, we assess the performance of unsupervised clustering using the KL-divergence
in Web data and we compare KL-divergence with the commonly used Euclidean,
Standardized Euclidean and Manhattan distances. Our intention is to show that due to
the fact that KL-divergence is a probabilistic distance measure instead of an actual
distance it is less susceptible to noisy environments such as the Web and so it leads to
better results in the presence of noise.
2.2 The KL-Divergence Clustering Approach

Our approach is a two-step process where the data first normalized and then classified
using the k-means algorithm with the KL-divergence as the dissimilarity measure
used for clustering.
Data normalization
As it is shown in Figure 1, after the data preprocessing, we create a table (nxm) where
each row corresponds to a user, each column to a page and each table cell indicates
how many times a user visits a page. This table is normalized in order to produce a
table (nxm) where its elements are the probabilities with which each user visits each
page. The normalized expression values for each user fall in the interval [0, 1] and
each row sum is 1 (unit total probability mass). Each row of this second table is the
probability distribution of each user and is suitable for the calculation of distances
between the users. After this calculation we receive the distance table (nxn) which is
symmetric and will be the input to the clustering algorithm with the number of
clusters to be created. In the KL distance table the divergence between p and q is
defined as KL(p,q)+KL(q,p) which is symmetric and nonnegative [11, 12].
K-means clustering method
The k-means is an unsupervised, partitional learning algorithm which classifies a
given data set to a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed a priori. It
begins by initializing a set of k centres, one for each cluster. These centres should be
placed in a cunning way because of different location causes different result. So, the
better choice is to place them as much as possible far away from each other. Then it
assigns each object of the data set to the cluster whose centre is the nearest. When no
point is pending, the first step is completed and an early clustering is done. At this
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point we need to re-compute k new centres. After we have these k new centres, a new
binding has to be done between the same data set points and the nearest new centre. A
loop has been generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centres
change their location until no more changes are done. In other words centres stop
changing. Finally, this algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function (J), in this
case a squared error function. The objective function:
k

n

J(X) = ∑∑ d ( xi( j ) − c j )

(2)

j =1 i =1

d(xi(j)

- cj) is the chosen distance measure (Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean,
where
Manhattan or KL-divergence) between a data point xi(j) and the cluster centre cj, is an
indicator of the distance of the data points from their perspective cluster centres.
The k-means algorithm is composed of the following steps:
Select k points as the initial centres: c1, c2, …, ck
Assign all points to the group that has the closest
centre
Re-compute the centre of each cluster
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centres don’t change or
when the objective function improvement between two
consecutive iteration is less than a minimum amount of
improvement specified
2.3 Clustering Evaluation

Since various clustering algorithms result in different clusters it is important to perform an evaluation of the results to assess their quality. In clustering, the procedure of
evaluating the results is known as cluster validation and can be based on various
measures called validity measures.
The validity measures are divided in two categories depending on whether they have
any reference to external knowledge [13]. By external knowledge we refer to a prespecified structure which reflects our intuition about the clustering structure of a data
set. The measures that have no reference to external knowledge are called internal quality measures and they are estimated in terms of quantities that involve the data set.
Dunn’s index [14] and DB index [15] are two internal quality measures that have a
close relationship in that they both try to minimise the within-cluster scatter while
maximising the between-cluster separation in order to find compact and well separated clusters. DB index is more robust than Dunn’s index.
A broadly accepted and quite reliable external measure is the F-Measure, which
combines the precision and recall ideas from information retrieval [16].
In our approach we use DB index to perform clustering validation. Given that K is
the number of clusters, Ci and Cj are the closest clusters according to average distance
d and diam is the diameter of a cluster, the DB index is defined as follows:
DB =

1
K

K

⎡ diam (C i ) + diam (C j ) ⎤
⎥
d (C i , C j )
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

∑ max ⎢
i =1

j ≠i

(3)
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3 Implementation
3.1 Data Workload

In our usage mining approach, data is collected from user’s interaction with the web,
which is recorded in web server’s log file. Our experiments were conducted based on
the user’s behavior that was extracted by the log files of AUTH Computer Science
Department web server. The log files that were used contained log entries for a period
of two months.
Data preprocessing presented in Figure 2 involved data cleaning, the process that
removes any log entry that is not needed for the mining process. Typically, these
entries refer to image files, css, swf as well as recorded requests by ip addresses that
do not behave normally. In addition, log entries with status other than 200 which
indicates success and 304 which indicates redirection, are being removed. Furthermore according to [17] data cleaning involves removing log entries that are either
negligible to influence the results or could dominate the clustering process. In our
experiments, we exclude from the clustering process users that have less than 5 visits
because they are considered not to influence the clustering process. We also exclude
users that have more than 280 because they are too many visits compared to the number of other users’ visits and that could possibly mislead the clustering process.
Data preprocessing results in a table each cell of which indicates the number of
times a user visits a page.

Fig. 2. Data Preprocessing

3.2 Clustering Using Various Distances

In our clustering approach, we examined the clusters obtained with the KL divergence
and three others distance measures, namely Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean and
Manhattan. For each distance measure, the number of clusters varied from 3 to 10
(fixed a priori) and the results shown are over an average of 1000 runs.
Almost all of the clusters were well populated, with only a few clusters with single
users. Figure 3 presents the objective function in case of algorithm handling the actual
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Fig. 3. Objective function values without noise
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Fig. 4. Objective function values with noise

distance table for the different distance measures while Figure 4 presents the objective
function when table values have slightly been altered using a random function. This
change assimilates the noisy web data which would refer to accidental or rare visits.
Figure 3 indicates that performance of KL-divergence approach is superior to that
using Standardized Euclidean distance but clustering using the Euclidean and Manhattan gave better results.
In figure 4 we can observe that clustering based on KL-divergence minimizes the
value of objective function compared to other distances when we randomly add noise
in our distance table. What is more, there is a decrease in the values of objective
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function in the case of KL-divergence in the presence of noise while when we use the
other distances the values are increased. As the objective function is an indicator of
the distance of the data points from their perspective cluster centres this means that
KL clustering gives more cohesive clusters without, however, damaging seriously the
quality of clusters as it will be shown by DB index values. We conclude that Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean and Manhattan distances are more sensitive to noise
when compared to the KL-divergence and the explanation of this is based on the fact
that the three distances are true distances while the KL-divergence is a probabilistic
measure of distance.
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Fig. 5. The DB index validity without noise

In the second section of our experiments we used Davies-Bouldin index to evaluate
clustering results. Figure 5 represents DB Index values when there is no noise and
indicates that performance of KL-divergence approach is comparable to approaches
based on true distances measures and it particularly outperforms Manhattan approach
for the different values of k. In general, we conclude that our approach behaves in a
similar way with the other real distance approaches in case of noise absence meaning
that db index values change in a quite regular pattern.
With the addition of noise our approach behaves better than the others as it is
shown in Figure 6. They are all improving as k increases but the curve of KLdivergence approach has steeper gradient and gives lower values of DB Index. This
behaviour can be explained considering that when adding noise to our data set the real
distance between data points measured by Euclidean, S-Euclidean and Manhattan
distances is increased and the clustering process results in less solid clusters. On the
other hand, the KL-divergence as a probabilistic measure is not affected by the presence of noise as much as the other distances and gives better clustering results.
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Fig. 6. The DB index validity with noise

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduced the usage of KL-divergence, a probabilistic measure
which has already been used in mining biological data, in the area of web users clustering. In addition, we used the objective function values and DB-index validity measure so as to evaluate the results of our experiments. The results indicated that our
approach behaves satisfactorily compared to other real distance based approaches and
overcomes them with the presence of noise which is important as the web environment is a noisy one. Our next step is to experiment with other validity measures
and compare our KL-divergence approach with other partitional and hierarchical
algorithms.
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